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shown. Unable to trace that light’s curve back to its source, it assumes a straight path, such that what’s above the 
horizon looks as though it’s coming from below. This is the way the sky becomes a pond, shimmering, unstable, but 
there before us. 
...not that Moncrieff had ever been inside of a desert, but SOMETHING FUNNY ABOUT HOW FLETCHER IS A 
KIND OF DESERT. And down here the same effect was visible every time he drove up a hill. WHAT DO YOU 
MEAN? 



Suicide’s a mirage. In deserts, white sands take so much unobstructed heat they’ve often got twenty Fahrenheit 
degrees on the denser air that floats just above. This makes a BARRIER, like the WHAT surface of a pool, through 
which that sunlight slows on its curved path to the eye. The eye. The eye’s a dumb organ, believing everything it’s 
shown. Unable to trace that light’s curve back to its source, it assumes a straight path, such that what’s above the 
horizon looks as though it’s coming from below. This is the way the sky becomes a pond, shimmering, unstable, but 
there before us, ready for  
...not that Moncrieff had ever been inside of a desert, but SOMETHING FUNNY ABOUT HOW FLETCHER IS A 
KIND OF DESERT. And down here the same effect was visible every time he drove up a hill. WHAT DO YOU 
MEAN? 



Suicide’s a mirage. In deserts, white sands take so much unobstructed heat they’ve often got twenty Fahrenheit 
degrees on the denser air that floats just above. This makes a BARRIER, like the WHAT surface of a pool, through 
which that sunlight slows on its curved path to the eye. The eye. The eye’s a dumb organ, believing everything it’s 
shown. Unable to trace that light’s curve back to its source, it assumes a straight path, such that what’s above the 
horizon looks as though it’s coming from below. This is the way the sky becomes a pond, shimmering, unstable, but 
ready for us to believe in it.  
...not that Moncrieff had ever been inside of a desert, but SOMETHING FUNNY ABOUT HOW FLETCHER IS A 
KIND OF DESERT. And down here the same effect was visible every time he drove up a hill. WHAT DO YOU 
MEAN? 



Suicide’s a mirage. In deserts, white sands take so much unobstructed heat they’ve often got twenty Fahrenheit 
degrees on the denser air that floats just above. This makes a BARRIER, like the WHAT surface of a pool, through 
which that sunlight slows on its curved path to the eye. The eye. The eye’s a dumb organ, believing everything it’s 
shown. Unable to trace that light’s curve back to its source, it assumes a straight path, such that what’s above the 
horizon looks as though it’s coming from below. This is the way the sky becomes a pond, shimmering, unstable, but 
ready for us—despite logic, despite what another to believe in it.  
...not that Moncrieff had ever been inside of a desert, but SOMETHING FUNNY ABOUT HOW FLETCHER IS A 
KIND OF DESERT. And down here the same effect was visible every time he drove up a hill. WHAT DO YOU 
MEAN? 



Suicide’s a mirage. In deserts, white sands take so much unobstructed heat they’ve often got twenty Fahrenheit 
degrees on the denser air that floats just above. This makes a BARRIER, like the WHAT surface of a pool, through 
which that sunlight slows on its curved path to the eye. The eye. The eye’s a dumb organ, believing everything it’s 
shown. Unable to trace that light’s curve back to its source, it assumes a straight path, such that what’s above the 
horizon looks as though it’s coming from below. This is the way the sky becomes a pond, shimmering, unstable, but 
ready for us—despite logic, despite what an outside perspective might show—to believe in it.  
...not that Moncrieff had ever been inside of a desert, but SOMETHING FUNNY ABOUT HOW FLETCHER IS A 
KIND OF DESERT. And down here the same effect was visible every time he drove up a hill. WHAT DO YOU 
MEAN? 



Suicide’s a mirage. In deserts, white sands take so much unobstructed heat they’ve often got twenty Fahrenheit 
degrees on the denser air that floats just above. This makes a BARRIER, like the WHAT surface of a pool, through 
which that sunlight slows on its curved path to the eye. The eye. The eye’s a dumb organ, believing everything it’s 
shown. Unable to trace that light’s curve back to its source, it assumes a straight path, such that what’s above the 
horizon looks as though it’s coming from below. This is the way the sky becomes a pond, shimmering, unstable, but 
ready for us—despite logic, despite what an outside perspective might show—to believe.  
...not that Moncrieff had ever been inside of a desert, but SOMETHING FUNNY ABOUT HOW FLETCHER IS A 
KIND OF DESERT. And down here the same effect was visible every time he drove up a hill. WHAT DO YOU 
MEAN? 



Suicide’s a mirage. In deserts, white sands take so much unobstructed heat they’ve often got twenty Fahrenheit 
degrees on the denser air that floats just above. This marks a boundary, like the WHAT surface of a pool, through 
which that sunlight slows on its curved path to the eye. The eye. The eye’s a dumb organ, believing everything it’s 
shown. Unable to trace that light’s curve back to its source, it assumes a straight path, such that what’s above the 
horizon looks as though it’s coming from below. This is the way the sky becomes a pond, shimmering, unstable, but 
ready for us—despite logic, despite what an outside perspective might show—to believe.  
...not that Moncrieff had ever been inside of a desert, but SOMETHING FUNNY ABOUT HOW FLETCHER IS A 
KIND OF DESERT. And down here the same effect was visible every time he drove up a hill. WHAT DO YOU 
MEAN? 



Suicide’s a mirage. In deserts, white sands take so much unobstructed heat they’ve often got twenty Fahrenheit 
degrees on the denser air that floats just above. This marks a boundary, like the lacquered surface of a pool, through 
which that sunlight slows on its curved path to the eye. The eye. The eye’s a dumb organ, believing everything it’s 
shown. Unable to trace that light’s curve back to its source, it assumes a straight path, such that what’s above the 
horizon looks as though it’s coming from below. This is the way the sky becomes a pond, shimmering, unstable, but 
ready for us—despite logic, despite what an outside perspective might show—to believe.  
...not that Moncrieff had ever been inside of a desert, but SOMETHING FUNNY ABOUT HOW FLETCHER IS A 
KIND OF DESERT. And down here the same effect was visible every time he drove up a hill. WHAT DO YOU 
MEAN? 



Suicide’s a mirage. In deserts, white sands take so much unobstructed heat they’ve often got twenty Fahrenheit 
degrees on the denser air that floats just above. This marks a boundary, like the lacquered surface of a pool, through 
which that sunlight slows on its curved path to the eye. The eye. The eye’s a dumb organ, believing everything it’s 
shown. Unable to trace that light’s curve back to its source, it assumes a straight path, such that what’s above the 
horizon looks as though it’s coming from below. This is the way the sky becomes a pond, shimmering, unstable, but 
ready for us—despite logic, despite what an outside perspective might show—to believe. For the soul in crisis, every 
day is a SOMETHING HOT.  
...not that Moncrieff had ever been inside of a desert, but SOMETHING FUNNY ABOUT HOW FLETCHER IS A 
KIND OF DESERT. And down here the same effect was visible every time he drove up a hill. WHAT DO YOU 
MEAN? 



Suicide’s a mirage. In deserts, white sands take so much unobstructed heat they’ve often got twenty Fahrenheit 
degrees on the denser air that floats just above. This marks a boundary, like the lacquered surface of a pool, through 
which that sunlight slows on its curved path to the eye. The eye. The eye’s a dumb organ, believing everything it’s 
shown. Unable to trace that light’s curve back to its source, it assumes a straight path, such that what’s above the 
horizon looks as though it’s coming from below. This is the way the sky becomes a pond, shimmering, unstable, but 
ready for us—despite logic, despite what an outside perspective might say—to believe. For the soul in crisis, every 
day is a .  
...not that Moncrieff had ever been inside of a desert, but SOMETHING FUNNY ABOUT HOW FLETCHER IS A 
KIND OF DESERT. And down here the same effect was visible every time he drove up a hill. WHAT DO YOU 
MEAN? 



Suicide’s a mirage. In deserts, white sands take so much unobstructed heat they’ve often got twenty Fahrenheit 
degrees on the denser air that floats just above. This marks a boundary, like the lacquered surface of a pool, through 
which that sunlight slows on its curved path to the eye. The eye. The eye’s a dumb organ, believing everything it’s 
shown. Unable to trace that light’s curve back to its source, it assumes a straight path, such that what’s above the 
horizon looks as though it’s coming from below. This is the way the sky becomes a pond, shimmering, unstable, but 
ready for us—despite logic, despite what an outside perspective would say—to believe. For the soul in crisis, every 
day is a .  
...not that Moncrieff had ever been inside of a desert, but SOMETHING FUNNY ABOUT HOW FLETCHER IS A 
KIND OF DESERT. And down here the same effect was visible every time he drove up a hill. WHAT DO YOU 
MEAN? 



Suicide’s a mirage. In deserts, white sands take so much unobstructed heat they’ve often got twenty Fahrenheit 
degrees on the denser air that floats just above. This marks a boundary, like the lacquered surface of a pool, through 
which that sunlight slows on its curved path to the eye. The eye. The eye’s a dumb organ, believing everything it’s 
shown. Unable to trace that light’s curve back to its source, it assumes a straight path, such that what’s above the 
horizon looks as though it’s coming from below. This is the way the sky becomes a pond, shimmering, unstable, but 
ready for us—despite logic, despite what an outside perspective would say—to believe. For the soul in crisis, every 
day’s a boiler.  
...not that Moncrieff had ever been inside of a desert, but SOMETHING FUNNY ABOUT HOW FLETCHER IS A 
KIND OF DESERT. And down here the same effect was visible every time he drove up a hill. WHAT DO YOU 
MEAN? 



Suicide’s a mirage. In deserts, white sands take so much unobstructed heat they’ve often got twenty Fahrenheit 
degrees on the denser air that floats just above. This marks a boundary, like the lacquered surface of a pool, through 
which that sunlight slows on its curved path to the eye. The eye. The eye’s a dumb organ, believing everything it’s 
shown. Unable to trace that light’s curve back to its source, it assumes a straight path, such that what’s above the 
horizon looks as though it’s coming from below. This is the way the sky becomes a pond, shimmering, unstable, but 
ready for us—despite logic, despite what an outside perspective would say—to believe. For the soul in crisis, every 
day’s a boiler, with any regular mess of pressures and fuming.  
...not that Moncrieff had ever been inside of a desert, but SOMETHING FUNNY ABOUT HOW FLETCHER IS A 
KIND OF DESERT. And down here the same effect was visible every time he drove up a hill. WHAT DO YOU 
MEAN? 



Suicide’s a mirage. In deserts, white sands take so much unobstructed heat they’ve often got twenty Fahrenheit 
degrees on the denser air that floats just above. This marks a boundary, like the lacquered surface of a pool, through 
which that sunlight slows on its curved path to the eye. The eye. The eye’s a dumb organ, believing everything it’s 
shown. Unable to trace that light’s curve back to its source, it assumes a straight path, such that what’s above the 
horizon looks as though it’s coming from below. This is the way the sky becomes a pond, shimmering, unstable, but 
ready for us—despite logic, despite what an outside perspective would say—to believe. For the soul in crisis, every 
day’s a boiler, with any regular mess of pressures and fuming. There’s a kind of compression 
...not that Moncrieff had ever been inside of a desert, but SOMETHING FUNNY ABOUT HOW FLETCHER IS A 
KIND OF DESERT. And down here the same effect was visible every time he drove up a hill. WHAT DO YOU 
MEAN? 



Suicide’s a mirage. In deserts, white sands take so much unobstructed heat they’ve often got twenty Fahrenheit 
degrees on the denser air that floats just above. This marks a boundary, like the lacquered surface of a pool, through 
which that sunlight slows on its curved path to the eye. The eye. The eye’s a dumb organ, believing everything it’s 
shown. Unable to trace that light’s curve back to its source, it assumes a straight path, such that what’s above the 
horizon looks as though it’s coming from below. This is the way the sky becomes a pond, shimmering, unstable, but 
ready for us—despite logic, despite what an outside perspective would say—to believe. For the soul in crisis, every 
day’s a boiler, with any regular mess of pressures and fuming. A spouse is cheating. Unemployment has reached 
another new low. There’s a kind of compression 
...not that Moncrieff had ever been inside of a desert, but SOMETHING FUNNY ABOUT HOW FLETCHER IS A 
KIND OF DESERT. And down here the same effect was visible every time he drove up a hill. WHAT DO YOU 
MEAN? 



Suicide’s a mirage. In deserts, white sands take so much unobstructed heat they’ve often got twenty Fahrenheit 
degrees on the denser air that floats just above. This marks a boundary, like the lacquered surface of a pool, through 
which that sunlight slows on its curved path to the eye. The eye. The eye’s a dumb organ, believing everything it’s 
shown. Unable to trace that light’s curve back to its source, it assumes a straight path, such that what’s above the 
horizon looks as though it’s coming from below. This is the way the sky becomes a pond, shimmering, unstable, but 
ready for us—despite logic, despite what an outside perspective would say—to believe. For the soul in crisis, every 
day’s a boiler, with any regular mess of pressures and fuming. A spouse is cheating. The government is listening in 
on every phone call. Unemployment has reached another new low. There’s a kind of compression 
...not that Moncrieff had ever been inside of a desert, but SOMETHING FUNNY ABOUT HOW FLETCHER IS A 
KIND OF DESERT. And down here the same effect was visible every time he drove up a hill. WHAT DO YOU 
MEAN? 



Suicide’s a mirage. In deserts, white sands take so much unobstructed heat they’ve often got twenty Fahrenheit 
degrees on the denser air that floats just above. This marks a boundary, like the lacquered surface of a pool, through 
which that sunlight slows on its curved path to the eye. The eye. The eye’s a dumb organ, believing everything it’s 
shown. Unable to trace that light’s curve back to its source, it assumes a straight path, such that what’s above the 
horizon looks as though it’s coming from below. This is the way the sky becomes a pond, shimmering, unstable, but 
ready for us—despite logic, despite what an outside perspective would say—to believe. For the soul in crisis, every 
day’s a boiler, with any regular mess of pressures and fuming. A spouse is sleeping with a SOMETHING 
stepsibling. The government is listening in on every phone call. Unemployment has reached another new low. 
There’s a kind of compression 
...not that Moncrieff had ever been inside of a desert, but SOMETHING FUNNY ABOUT HOW FLETCHER IS A 
KIND OF DESERT. And down here the same effect was visible every time he drove up a hill. WHAT DO YOU 
MEAN? 



Suicide’s a mirage. In deserts, white sands take so much unobstructed heat they’ve often got twenty Fahrenheit 
degrees on the denser air that floats just above. This marks a boundary, like the lacquered surface of a pool, through 
which that sunlight slows on its curved path to the eye. The eye. The eye’s a dumb organ, believing everything it’s 
shown. Unable to trace that light’s curve back to its source, it assumes a straight path, such that what’s above the 
horizon looks as though it’s coming from below. This is the way the sky becomes a pond, shimmering, unstable, but 
ready for us—despite logic, despite what an outside perspective would say—to believe. For the soul in crisis, every 
day’s a boiler, with any regular mess of pressures and fuming. A spouse is sleeping with a SOMETHING 
stepsibling. The government is reading listening in on every phone call. Unemployment has reached another new 
low. There’s a kind of compression 
...not that Moncrieff had ever been inside of a desert, but SOMETHING FUNNY ABOUT HOW FLETCHER IS A 
KIND OF DESERT. And down here the same effect was visible every time he drove up a hill. WHAT DO YOU 
MEAN? 



Suicide’s a mirage. In deserts, white sands take so much unobstructed heat they’ve often got twenty Fahrenheit 
degrees on the denser air that floats just above. This marks a boundary, like the lacquered surface of a pool, through 
which that sunlight slows on its curved path to the eye. The eye. The eye’s a dumb organ, believing everything it’s 
shown. Unable to trace that light’s curve back to its source, it assumes a straight path, such that what’s above the 
horizon looks as though it’s coming from below. This is the way the sky becomes a pond, shimmering, unstable, but 
ready for us—despite logic, despite what an outside perspective would say—to believe. For the soul in crisis, every 
day’s a boiler, with any regular mess of pressures and fuming. A spouse is sleeping with a SOMETHING 
stepsibling. The government is tapped in on every listening in on every phone call. Unemployment has reached 
another new low. There’s a kind of compression 
...not that Moncrieff had ever been inside of a desert, but SOMETHING FUNNY ABOUT HOW FLETCHER IS A 
KIND OF DESERT. And down here the same effect was visible every time he drove up a hill. WHAT DO YOU 
MEAN? 



Suicide’s a mirage. In deserts, white sands take so much unobstructed heat they’ve often got twenty Fahrenheit 
degrees on the denser air that floats just above. This marks a boundary, like the lacquered surface of a pool, through 
which that sunlight slows on its curved path to the eye. The eye. The eye’s a dumb organ, believing everything it’s 
shown. Unable to trace that light’s curve back to its source, it assumes a straight path, such that what’s above the 
horizon looks as though it’s coming from below. This is the way the sky becomes a pond, shimmering, unstable, but 
ready for us—despite logic, despite what an outside perspective would say—to believe. For the soul in crisis, every 
day’s a boiler, with any regular mess of pressures and fuming. A spouse is sleeping with a SOMETHING 
stepsibling. The government is listening in on every phone call. Unemployment has reached another new low. 
There’s a kind of compression 
...not that Moncrieff had ever been inside of a desert, but SOMETHING FUNNY ABOUT HOW FLETCHER IS A 
KIND OF DESERT. And down here the same effect was visible every time he drove up a hill. WHAT DO YOU 
MEAN? 



Suicide’s a mirage. In deserts, white sands take so much unobstructed heat they’ve often got twenty Fahrenheit 
degrees on the denser air that floats just above. This marks a boundary, like the lacquered surface of a pool, through 
which that sunlight slows on its curved path to the eye. The eye. The eye’s a dumb organ, believing everything it’s 
shown. Unable to trace that light’s curve back to its source, it assumes a straight path, such that what’s above the 
horizon looks as though it’s coming from below. This is the way the sky becomes a pond, shimmering, unstable, but 
ready for us—despite logic, despite what an outside perspective would say—to believe. For the soul in crisis, every 
day’s a boiler, with any regular mess of pressures and fuming. A spouse is sleeping with a SOMETHING 
stepsibling. The government taps in on every outgoing sextlistening in on every phone call. Unemployment has 
reached another new low. There’s a kind of compression 
...not that Moncrieff had ever been inside of a desert, but SOMETHING FUNNY ABOUT HOW FLETCHER IS A 
KIND OF DESERT. And down here the same effect was visible every time he drove up a hill. WHAT DO YOU 
MEAN? 



Suicide’s a mirage. In deserts, white sands take so much unobstructed heat they’ve often got twenty Fahrenheit 
degrees on the denser air that floats just above. This marks a boundary, like the lacquered surface of a pool, through 
which that sunlight slows on its curved path to the eye. The eye. The eye’s a dumb organ, believing everything it’s 
shown. Unable to trace that light’s curve back to its source, it assumes a straight path, such that what’s above the 
horizon looks as though it’s coming from below. This is the way the sky becomes a pond, shimmering, unstable, but 
ready for us—despite logic, despite what an outside perspective would say—to believe. For the soul in crisis, every 
day’s a boiler, with any regular mess of pressures and fuming. A spouse is sleeping with a SOMETHING 
stepsibling. The postal service . Unemployment has reached another new low. There’s a kind of compression 
...not that Moncrieff had ever been inside of a desert, but SOMETHING FUNNY ABOUT HOW FLETCHER IS A 
KIND OF DESERT. And down here the same effect was visible every time he drove up a hill. WHAT DO YOU 
MEAN? 
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degrees on the denser air that floats just above. This marks a boundary, like the lacquered surface of a pool, through 
which that sunlight slows on its curved path to the eye. The eye. The eye’s a dumb organ, believing everything it’s 
shown. Unable to trace that light’s curve back to its source, it assumes a straight path, such that what’s above the 
horizon looks as though it’s coming from below. This is the way the sky becomes a pond, shimmering, unstable, but 
ready for us—despite logic, despite what an outside perspective would say—to believe. For the soul in crisis, every 
day’s a boiler, with any regular mess of pressures and fuming. A spouse is sleeping with a stepsibling on parole. The 
postal service . Unemployment has reached another new low. There’s a kind of compression 
...not that Moncrieff had ever been inside of a desert, but SOMETHING FUNNY ABOUT HOW FLETCHER IS A 
KIND OF DESERT. And down here the same effect was visible every time he drove up a hill. WHAT DO YOU 
MEAN? 
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shown. Unable to trace that light’s curve back to its source, it assumes a straight path, such that what’s above the 
horizon looks as though it’s coming from below. This is the way the sky becomes a pond, shimmering, unstable, but 
ready for us—despite logic, despite what an outside perspective would say—to believe. For the soul in crisis, every 
day’s a boiler, with any regular mess of pressures and fuming. A spouse is sleeping with a sibling on parole. The 
postal service . Unemployment has reached another new low. There’s a kind of compression 
...not that Moncrieff had ever been inside of a desert, but SOMETHING FUNNY ABOUT HOW FLETCHER IS A 
KIND OF DESERT. And down here the same effect was visible every time he drove up a hill. WHAT DO YOU 
MEAN? 
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horizon looks as though it’s coming from below. This is the way the sky becomes a pond, shimmering, unstable, but 
ready for us—despite logic, despite what an outside perspective would say—to believe. For the soul in crisis, every 
day’s a boiler, with any regular mess of pressures and fuming. A spouse is sleeping with a sibling on parole. The 
postal service SOMETHING FUNNY. Employment rates sink lower . There’s a kind of compression 
...not that Moncrieff had ever been inside of a desert, but SOMETHING FUNNY ABOUT HOW FLETCHER IS A 
KIND OF DESERT. And down here the same effect was visible every time he drove up a hill. WHAT DO YOU 
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ready for us—despite logic, despite what an outside perspective would say—to believe. For the soul in crisis, every 
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...not that Moncrieff had ever been inside of a desert, but SOMETHING FUNNY ABOUT HOW FLETCHER IS A 
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Suicide’s a mirage. In deserts, white sands take so much unobstructed heat they’ve often got twenty Fahrenheit 
degrees on the denser air that floats just above. This marks a boundary, like the lacquered surface of a pool, through 
which that sunlight slows on its curved path to the eye. The eye. The eye’s a dumb organ, believing everything it’s 
shown. Unable to trace that light’s curve back to its source, it assumes a straight path, such that what’s above the 
horizon looks as though it’s coming from below. This is the way the sky becomes a pond, shimmering, unstable, but 
ready for us—despite logic, despite what an outside perspective would say—to believe. For the soul in crisis, every 
day’s a boiler, with any regular mess of pressures and fuming. A spouse is sleeping with a sibling on parole. The 
postal service SOMETHING FUNNY. Employment rates sink to plutonic depths. There’s a kind of compression to 
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...not that Moncrieff had ever been inside of a desert, but SOMETHING FUNNY ABOUT HOW FLETCHER IS A 
KIND OF DESERT. And down here the same effect was visible every time he drove up a hill. WHAT DO YOU 
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Suicide’s a mirage. In deserts, white sands take so much unobstructed heat they’ve often got twenty Fahrenheit 
degrees on the denser air that floats just above. This marks a boundary, like the lacquered surface of a pool, through 
which that sunlight slows on its curved path to the eye. The eye. The eye’s a dumb organ, believing everything it’s 
shown. Unable to trace that light’s curve back to its source, it assumes a straight path, such that what’s above the 
horizon looks as though it’s coming from below. This is the way the sky becomes a pond, shimmering, unstable, but 
ready for us—despite logic, despite what an outside perspective would say—to believe. For the soul in crisis, every 
day’s a boiler, with any regular mess of pressures and fuming. A spouse is sleeping with a sibling on parole. The 
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...not that Moncrieff had ever been inside of a desert, but SOMETHING FUNNY ABOUT HOW FLETCHER IS A 
KIND OF DESERT. And down here the same effect was visible every time he drove up a hill. WHAT DO YOU 
MEAN? 
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